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The Account of a Monk Without a Mirror or Mother
Amal Mathew

In requies
Half a boy’s heart is here, with mother,
       half of mother’s

in the handful of dry rice, the boy has not sown.
Ancestral monks often laid rice in satchels,
Before a pilgrimage, 
thus, was believed that
                          in the handful of
                          in the handful of dry rice, is the way back home.
It is inauspicious to look back, walk back, talk back, or drive back.
When you make dirge to the spirits of Gardeners. An exception
Being the botany of houseplants. 

Monks and Succulents, survive of little heat, light, and water.
Monasteries tend little to men and more to saplings.
What remains of nirvana, is the hunger to seed life
                                             in the handful of

                                       in the handful of black soil, is a kite back home.
Half the thread is here, with mother.
The other around the boy’s waist.

A priori
Life happened in villages, far from the spirit.
Hands moved into mouths, down throats, to 
The heart. Facing the mirror

 two lovers, syncopate the rhythm
        two hearts, superimposed on another.
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You only truly face the mirror twice, one at your first
The other at your last. 

Rest in between is the desire to watch
                                   Like the rest into ears, that you know will never grow out.
                                        in between is the desire to watch
                                        like other desires, to eat from the hand of your mother

            between also is the desire to hope.
                                         Hope strong enough to make a monk yearn,

                                                   But I don’t yearn, do you ?
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Questions for Murakami’s Crabs 
Poulomi Deb

When his lover insists on eating at a restaurant they come across on vacation, a 
young man puts his worries of sanitation and variety aside. It serves crab. To-
gether, they gorge and toast to the woman’s power of finding the best. Haruki 
Murakami goes on to depict their holiday activities, speaking of paradise and 
dreamless sleep – and on their last meal together, they talk about their Tokyo 
lives appearing ‘unreal.’ That night, we are shown the man vomiting into a hotel 
toilet. Only after does he notice the alive worms around the meat. Disgusted, he 
decides to never again have crab – or speak with her. 

How did an unreality fester in a tour? The man had spent it quite typically, 
having familiar conversations with the woman. It was an opportunity they had 
worked so hard to create.  Why did he look over her sleeping body, watching in 
his mind’s eye the worms wriggling inside her? Could he have not wakened her, 
made her notice? What was the dog beside the restaurant doing? Was it clean? 
Why did you eat so much crab? What stopped you from dreaming? Why can I 
not ask things of you? Why are you dead and written? Would you have nudged 
her if you were conscious? You aren’t owned anymore. I am not studying you 
anymore. Do you have to punish yourself? Do you have to leave? Are you leav-
ing if I am still looking? If this story dies, will I die with you? Will I have never 
met you?  

I hope I’ve never met you. 
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My Yearning is Never Ending
Ishika Chaturvedi 

People say poems aren't meant for the faint of heart
because they come in a bundle of overthinking, introspection, and emotion
but what if that's right, for the right person? 
Maybe there is a person breathing
who wakes up to the chimes of loneliness
and drifts away in the shower to a land unknown
where even the inside of his nails 
is filled with overwhelming joy. 
Or perhaps there is a person 
who has eaten doses of resentment in his lifetime
only to end up in the dreams of reaching his hand out
to the star called love, in a sky called the society
and my poems finally love him the way he wants. 

I yearn for my poetry to reach the breaths of those
they are meant for 
and sit with them under their favorite tree, watching
the world change colors and time change hours, 
reach those who are standing tall while 
the cities around them, in them, are crumbling-
no more than they are, but crumbling nonetheless. 
My only yearning is for their yearning 
to win over a prize of fruition
and not spend another December 
looking at the Christmas decorations with a 
clenched fist and choking oesophagus, 
gambling with hope and putting their life up for grabs. 

My poems are a package of the life I've lived and one
that I pray nobody else gets, one 
in which I keep putting a piece of the moon-
to stay with them, when they aren't there themselves. 
I clutch their cravings near my chest, and then
keep yearning, on and on, until it sets in the West. 
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Warm Night
Navneet Kaur

My heart is thinking all of this:

Cheers to that last portion of wine which we are devouring like an infant tastes 
milk.
Cheers to the last movie that's left to watch,
And to the last pizza slice which is going to be eaten with love and shared with 
love too.
It's chilling out there,
Yet my heart, my face and eyes are glowing and emitting warmth,
And you are absorbing every bit of it.

I am wondering what's more beautiful about this night?
The beauty of the moment we have created or just the calm of our love amidst 
the chaos of outside?
The dim lights are hiding my red cheeks,

TOMATO RED
For resting in your arms, your hands around my waist.......what would my poor 
cheeks do?

My body shivers,
Sending sensuality of your touch there…..

D
O
W
N

Let's keep watching each other in between those movie intervals,
Through our hazy glasses,
Which are trying their best, 
To not let us fall in love, once again.



And let this warm night never end.
For such nights bring us closer,
Shedding our fears of not being able to fall in love again.

Yet my mind is thinking all of this:

How can I freeze this moment between us so that like ice it gets hardened?
Like rock it solidifies?
Like a photograph it becomes tangible to be put in a frame which would stay life 
long?
My mind is fighting with my heart.

My heart saying: Li(o)ve
My mind saying : Think
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Yearning
Harshita Vyas

My uncle laughs and my grandfather laughs and my mother laughs and the kids 
laugh and my cousins laugh and my aunts laugh like they don't want to be 
included in the joke but cannot help themselves, and in the end, I too laugh, my 
thigh shaking up-down up-down up-down, and my lips twitching down as if it 
would rather just frown. I leave the marble-floored house wondering if they can 
see how slouched my shoulders are and how my left leg wants to go another way, 
and my right another -like my entire body is uncertain if it belongs together. I 
meet my friend after so long and I love her voice and I try to smile and look into 
her eyes but my cheeks get bigger by the second, my jeans tighter, my arms 
darker. She says something and I laugh and wish with my whole heart I hadn't. 
So what does it take to laugh and not want to cry at the same time? I miss you, I 
say to the mirror, I miss you and the brick like tenderness of your lies, the utter 
suffocation of having never been loved. In the bathroom the water freely falls 
over the hair on my breasts, not supposed to be there -and the laughter finally 
bubbles out, and the tears don't stop, and the bucket I hug crumbles under my 
weight until I'm tired enough to sleep. This is what I yearn for, always.
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Remember
Adritanaya Tiwari

What does it feel like
to find your feet
on the ground? 
To pick them up
and place them
forward,
all on your own,
to run and trip
but not to fall.

Please, 
what does it feel like?
Do you know?
Would you tell me?
It's been a year since I have.
I've used limps and wheels
to get by
but it feels like
I'm stuck in a 
time-lapse,
forgetting
the most basic
of instincts.

It feels like I haven't
moved,
in forever.

Maybe,
if you tell me, I’ll
remember.



Churchyard Song
Ananya Uberoi

In the cockeyed mid-spring twilight, the moon 
to a grieving bat beneath a sleeping yew
speaks in silvertongue, this

(the sound ends in a ripple of leaves)

whatever we fly off our hands, the mountain’s ridge defeats
whatever we begin to count, the hourlong needle divides
and whatever we turn in the hearth,
cinders cling to and char.

Black bear and nameless monk drift on a forest path;
on the ruggedness of their bodies are marked 
pimpernels, rattling to the hymn of this:

whatever we give, the river takes
and whatever we long for 
the earth swallows whole with cave-hunger

but how are we not Gods floating to the leaf-buried moon
because yet
something outlives all loss.
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Right to Write
Raunaq Saraswat

I want to write, something, anything. Who will decide what I write? Solely me, 
no, lest I would’ve penned a host of musings by now. I think it’s the environ-
ment, yes, it’s the human condition that ignites and fuels the battery of a writer.         
Pause for a second.            Why have I drifted to using technical terms all of a 
sudden? ignites, fuels, battery Yikes! But, but, I’m writing after a strenuous day 
in the garage. It only proves my hypothesis: writing is, after all, shaped by the 
writer’s experiences. I heard an important remark quite recently, “Writers write 
what they can, not what they want.” It was a Zadie Smith interview perhaps. I 
should also try to write what I can. Try.

The passing thoughts itched Avi. He could get up and strike a conversation with 
her, break the taxing monotony of the day, and perhaps make a new friend, or 
acquaintance at least. He would’ve been civil throughout, aware of his limits, he 
knew. The apprehension sprang up from a different corner though; it was not so 
much the tension between strangers as it was the hierarchy, for in that ten by ten 
space of metallic noises, he was the mechanic, and she had come to get her car 
repaired. No, Avi told himself, I shouldn’t leap past my class boundaries. And he 
began tightening the screws of her car’s windshield with greater force. “What is 
all the hurry for?,” she blurted immediately afterwards.

Avi is me. The story is mine sans the last dialogue. She had come to the work-
shop for some trivial purpose. I attended her on a strange whim, putting aside the 
more important work. We didn’t have any exchange whatsoever. I think I was 
conflicted in choosing between the acceptable and the unusual. “Oye Mechan-
ic,” someone had yelled just when I was about to wind-up. Another task - anoth-
er customer - another wounded car. The day ended without any aberrations.

I’ve started to carve stories out of my work now. They aren’t exact replicas 
though, I insert my imagination intermittently, here and there. I’ve noticed this 
but, the fictional part is usually what I would’ve liked to happen. Say I would’ve 
liked to have a conversation with the customer that day, to have her notice my 
hurriedness. Do all authors conjure stories out of their worldly experiences like 
this? Fantasy fiction can be counted out.

But this, what has happened so far on this page, is the central issue: I tend to 
write more about story-telling than stories itself. What do I even know?
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But this, what has happened so far on this page, is the central issue: I tend to write 
more about story-telling than stories itself. What do I even know?

I want to write stories, I know. I know that I write for the same reason a dancer 
dances and a musician weaves melodies. I know that I will not be at ease until I 
explore the story I’ve started. Even I don’t know what will succeed what. And it’s 
in this unknowingness that the joy of creating fiction resides. In fiction, a mechan-
ic can also enjoy the right to write. I too will.
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Little Things I Try To Remember
Manya Misra

the last time I went out to play with other kids of my neighbourhood,
the first movie I ever watched with full conviction, 
what was it like to ride a bicycle that sped against the wind, and not fear falling,
why I wanted to grow up in such a rush,
the first time I said, ‘I love you’ aloud without fear,
how to say, ‘will you be my friend,’ without prejudice,
when did I first learn the pros and cons of money,
the last time I slept with my parents,
the first time my baby sister said my name aloud,
the voice of that best friend I drifted away from,
how to fly kites, and how to catch them when cut off,
what did I really want to become when I grew up.
memory is a heavy word when rushed onto my tongue,
a yearning enough for me to find myself.
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